LENT TERM 2013

Thursday 17th January
Anna Dorofeeva ‘The manuscript context and reception of the early medieval Latin pre-Bestiary manuscripts’

Thursday 31st January - Room 11, 3rd floor, Faculty of History
Jonathan Paletta ‘Borough foundation and ethnic interactions in post-Conquest England’
Mingjie Xu ‘Disorder and rebellion in Cambridgeshire in 1381’

Thursday 14th February
Dr Emmanuelle Raga, Sidney Sussex College Visiting Scholar and Université libre de Bruxelles
‘Food and clothing as tools of distinction between Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages in the West’

Thursday 28th February
Corinna Prior, University of Toronto ‘Locating Monastic Diversity in Carolingian Capitulary Sources, 742-829’
Gerald Mako, ‘An Example of Stateless Turkic Nomads in the East European Steppe: The Pechenegs’